The proper orthogonal decomposition (POD-) based reduced-order modeling technique for modeling unsteady frequency-domain aerodynamics is developed for a large-scale computational model of an inviscid ow transonic wing con guration. When the methodology is used, it is shown that a computational uid dynamic model with over three-quarters of a million degrees of freedom can be reduced to a system with just a few dozen degrees of freedom, while still retaining the accuracy of the unsteady aerodynamics of the full system representation. Furthermore, POD vectors generated from unsteady ow solution snapshots based on one set of structural mode shapes can be used for different structural mode shapes so long as solution snapshots at the endpoints of the frequency range of interest are included in the overall snapshot ensemble. Thus, the snapshot computation aspect of the method, which is the most computationally expensive part of the procedure, does not have to be fully repeated as different structural con gurations are considered. 
Nomenclature

Introduction
I
N the following,we demonstratehow the recently devised proper orthogonal decomposition-(POD-) based reduced-ordermodeling (ROM) technique 1¡3 can be used to model unsteady aerodynamic and aeroelastic characteristics of three-dimensional inviscid transonic wing con gurations. Although an incompressible vortex lattice uid model 1 and transonicEuler computational uid dynamic (CFD) models 2;3 have been previously studied, these initial demonstrations of the POD/ROM method have been for two-dimensional airfoilcon gurationswith at most two structuraldegreesof freedom, for example, plunge and pitch.
When the POD/ROM technique is extended to three dimensions, two primary issues are of concern. First, the size of the CFD model will in general be at least an order of magnitude greater than for two dimensions. Whereas a typical CFD model for a realistic twodimensional con guration might have on the order of tens or even hundreds of thousands of degrees of freedom (DOF), a CFD model 544 for a three-dimensional con guration might easily have on the order of hundreds of thousands if not millions or more DOF. In two dimensions, we have found that very accurate ROMs with on the order of only a few dozen DOF can be devised using the POD/ROM methodology. Thus, a rst issue to address has been whether or not one can also generate accurate ROMs in three dimensions which also require at most a few dozen DOF.
The second concern is, for any variation of the structural properties of a given wing under consideration, will a completely new ensemble of solution vector "snapshots" have to be computed to devise an accurate POD/ROM. A basic aspect of the POD/ROM method is that an ensemble of solution vectors is rst assembled by computing unsteady CFD solutions at a number of discrete frequencies within a frequency range of interest for the unsteady structural motions that are also of interest. In two dimensions, this step is relatively straightforward because one only has to consider a few possible motions, for example, pitch and plunge.
In three dimensions, however, the wing vibratory mode shapes will be differentfor each differentstructuralcon gurationof a given wing. As such, there can be a substantial number of unsteady motions (or at least a number of motions equivalent to the number of DOF of the discrete structural model) one must consider. Thus, the second concern about extendingthe POD/ROM to three-dimensions has been whether or not it is necessary to compute a completely different ensemble of solution snapshots for every possible structural con guration.For example,say one computessolutionsnapshotsfor a given wing con guration based on the wing's particular vibratory mode shapes to develop a POD/ROM to model the con guration's aeroelastic characteristics. The question is, if the structural de nition of the wing changes, does one have to compute a whole new ensemble of solution snapshots for the different set of vibratory structural mode shapes.
Fortunatelyin addressingthese two issues, as will be shown in the following, we have found that accurate POD/ROMs with just a few dozen degrees of freedom can in fact be created for realistic transonic three-dimensionalcon gurations. This is true even for a CFD model that is easily an order of magnitude larger than anything we have previously studied in two dimensions. Furthermore, we have discovered that a "fundamental" ensemble of solution snapshots, based on wing motions that need not be identical to the structural modes under consideration, can be assembled as a rst step. Accurate POD/ROMs for a given wing con guration can then be created by simply adding to this fundamental ensemble, the snapshots corresponding to actual wing structural modal motions solely at the frequencies corresponding to the endpoints of the frequency range of interest. In general, these two snapshots prove to be suf cient to "lock in" the conditions corresponding to the particular structural motion, and indeedthis fundamentalensemble of solution snapshots is suf cient to reveal the unsteady dynamics of the uid dynamic model. Consequently, this fundamental ensemble of snapshots can be used again and again even as the structural model changes, and the computational cost of having to compute an entirely new snapshot ensemble for every new structuralcon gurationis, thus, greatly reduced.
POD/ROM Methodology
In the following, we will be considering inviscid transonic threedimensional ows and, more speci cally, linearized (about some nonlinear background steady ow) unsteady frequency-domain CFD solutions to the Euler equations. The POD/ROM procedure can be applied in principle to any conventional CFD method. The CFD method we have employed for the present analysis is a variant of Ni's 4 approach to the standard Lax-Wendroff method. The frequency-domainCFD method in effect represents a linear system formulation of the unsteady uid dynamic model, that is,
where q is the N -dimensional vector (N is the number of mesh points times the number of dependent ow variables) of dependent unsteady ow variables at each mesh point in the CFD domain and » D f» 1 ; : : : ; » M g T is the M -dimensional vector of modal coordinates for the structural model. A is the N £ N uid dynamic in uence matrix, and B is the N £ M matrix that relates the ow solver boundaryconditionsto each particularstructuralmode shape. A and B are both functions of the background ow Q and unsteady frequency !. The structural equations for the wing con guration can be written as
where D is the M £ M structuralin uence matrix, which in the case of the case of a swept delta wing con guration can be expressed as
where k w is a constant dependent on the wing shape and overall mass given by
C is the M £ N matrix that represents the discrete integration operator used to obtain the generalized forces associated with each structural mode shape and unsteady ow q, that is,
where
is the vector of frequency-dependentgeneralized aerodynamic force coef cients acting on the wing. The generalized aerodynamic force coef cients can also be written in matrix form as
where [@C Q i =@» j ] is the M £ M matrix of aerodynamic transfer functions (@C Q i =@» j being the coef cient of the i th generalized force due to the j th structural modal coordinate) that we wish to approximate with the ROM strategy. Coupling Eqs. (1) and (2), for example,
yields the aeroelasticsystem of equations,which for nontrivialq and », represents an eigenvalue problem with N ! being the eigenvalue. Any eigenvalues with a positive real part imply the aeroelastic system is unstable.
The problem with constructing and solving this eigenvalue problem is that A is simply too large for typical CFD models of realistic con gurations. As mentioned in the Introduction, N can easily be on the order of 10 4 or 10 5 for two-dimensional con gurations, and on the order of 10 5 -10 6 or even more for three-dimensional congurations. For such large models, even attempting to set up and assemble A is well beyond the memory limits of the largest modern computers.
The basic premise of the POD/ROM technique is that we assume the unknown unsteady ow eld solution vector q can be expressed as a Ritz type expansion of the form
where v n is a generalized coordinate sometimes referred to as an augmented aerodynamic state variable and Á n is the corresponding Ritz vector. N P is the number of Ritz vectors, which in the following will be POD vectors, used in the expansion. Equation (8) can also be written in matrix form as
(9) © is an N £ N P matrix whose nth column is the shape vector Á n and v is the N P -dimensionalvector of augmentedaerodynamicstate variables v n .
A reduced-order representation of the uid dynamic and aeroelastic systems can be formulated by substituting Eq. (9) into Eq. (1) [and/or Eq. (7)] and premultiplying by the Hermitian transpose of ©. For instance,
and
If the Ritz approximation is a good one, that is, N P is much less than N with no essential loss in accuracy, then Eqs. (10) and (11) will be much smaller models of the original uid dynamic [(Eq. (1)] and aeroelastic [Eq. (7)] systems that can be quickly assembled and readily solved using conventional eigenvalue techniques.
As will be shown in the following, N P ¿ N , and Eqs. (10) and (11) thus represent much smaller models for the original uid dynamic and/or aeroelastic systems that can be readily assembled and examined using conventional eigenvalue techniques.
The next question becomes what are good choices for the Ritz vectors Á n that will in fact result in good Ritz approximations.Previous detailed studies 2;3 have demonstratedthat shape vectors derived via the proper orthogonaldecomposition technique 5¡7 are an excellent choice. For the sake of brevity, the details are omitted here. However a discussion of how the shapes are derived can be found in Refs. 2 and 3. First, an ensemble of solution snapshots are computed from the original CFD model for several discrete frequencies and structural motions of interest. From this ensemble of solution vectors, the POD shapes are easily derived by solving a small (the size of the number of snapshots) eigenvalue problem. Typically the rst few dozen POD modes describe the most dominant dynamic characteristics of the uid dynamic system, and as such, the POD shapes have proven to be an excellent set of Ritz vectors for uid dynamic and/or aeroelastic models.
Model Problem
The con guration under consideration is the AGARD model 445.6 wing. 8;9 This is a 45-deg quarter chord swept wing based on the NACA 65A004 airfoil section that has an aspect ratio of 3.3 (for the full span) and a taper ratio of 2 3 . Figure 1 illustrates the computational mesh employed for this con guration. The grid is an O-O topology that employs 49 computational nodes about each airfoil section, 33 nodes normal to the wing, and 33 nodes along the semispan. The total number of uid dynamic DOF for this CFD mesh is, thus, 266,805. The outer boundary of the grid extends ve semispans from the midchord of the wing root section. The particular structural con guration of the wing under consideration is referred to as the "2.5 ft. weakened model 3" (Refs. 8 and 9). Figure 3 shows the eigenvalue root loci for various steady background ow Mach numbers. The "gain" for the root loci is the mass ratio or, equivalently, the reduced velocity for a xed physical velocity. Solution snapshots are computed for the rst ve given wing structural mode shapes 8 for reduced frequencies from N ! D 0:0 to N ! D 0:5 in 1 N ! D 0:1 increments. This particular structural con guration utters for reduced frequencies less than 0.5, thus, making solution snapshots for N ! > 0:5 unnecessary. If an estimate of the reduced frequency of utter is not available in advance, one can select a relately small number of reduced frequencies over a wide frequency range to obtain an inital estimate and then add snapshots for more reduced frequencies as needed.
Flutter Results
Including the complex conjugate solutions for the corresponding negative-valuedreduced frequenciesin the overall ensemble results in a total of 55 available POD shape vectors. In Fig. 3 , the curves represent the eigenvalues corresponding to the primarily structural natural modes as mass ratio is varied. Our method also determines the aeroelastic modes originating from the uid dynamic modes of the POD/ROM. For the range of mass ratios (0 · ¹ · 300) considered in these parametric analyses, the uid dynamic modes are very damped and, as such, lie to the left and outside of the eigenspectrum range shown. As can been, for each of the Mach numbers, the rst structural mode tends to be the critical utter mode. For the highest Mach number, however, the third structural mode can go unstable if the mass ratio is suf ciently large. Also from Fig. 3 , it can be seen that it is unnecessary to use all 55 of the available POD shapes. If fact, with less than one-half of the POD modes (25 for instance), well-convergedresults (in the sense of POD/ROM expansion modal re nement) can be achieved. Figure 4 shows the computed POD/ROM utter speed and utter frequency ratios, along with experimental data 8 and data from two other computational methods 10;11 as a function of Mach number. As can be seen, using the POD/ROM methodology one can predict the well-known transonic utter speed dip, and our results are all within the same tolerance to the experimental results as the other computational methods. Gupta 11 does show better agreement with experiment at the two supersonic Mach numbers, and Gupta attributes this better agreement to better CFD grid re nement.
As a check on mesh convergence, we examined three different grid resolutions for M 1 D 1:141. Table 1 gives the mesh sizes and the corresponding computed utter reduced velocities:
As can be seen, the results are changing only slightly for each mesh re nement. The 65 £ 49 £ 49 mesh in fact corresponds to a CFD model with 780,325 DOF that can be reduced to a system with remarkably only 55 DOF. Note that our results do not match the Yates et al. 8 experimental (V f ¼ 0:41) or Gupta's 11 computational (V f ¼ 0:40) results. However our result matches almost exactly the computational result of Lee-Rausch and Batina. 10 At other Mach numbers, there are more modest differences among all of the methods. Thus, our conclusion is that the differences among the various computationalmethods are also most likely due to the differentCFD methods and grid layouts used, rather than grid re nement alone. Figure 5 again shows the computed POD/ROM utter speed and utter frequency ratios as a function of Mach number. In this instance, however, the utter results are shown for various numbers of POD modes or Ritz vectors retained in the ROM. As can be seen, even with as few as one-half of the available shapes, well-converged results are obtained. However, note there is somewhat greater sensitivity to the number of POD/ROM modes retained at the supersonic Mach numbers.
Use of Alternate Modal Excitations for Snapshots
As mentioned,one of the key concernsabout using the POD/ROM method for three-dimensional con gurations has been whether or not an entire set of solution snapshots must be computed for each possible structural con guration of interest. That is, consider an equivalently shaped wing that has a different structural de nition, which in turn meansdifferentwing vibratorystructuralmode shapes. The question is whether or not one has to compute a whole new ensemble of solution snapshots based on these new structural motions to do a utter analysis for the new wing structural de nition. Fortunately, only a small number of solution snapshots based on the new modal structural motions will need to be computed. The solution snapshots computed from a previous wing structural de nition can still be used, together with the limited number of solution snapshots for the new structuralde nition, to generatean accurate POD/ROM. Figure 6 demonstrates this proceedure. Figure 6a shows the real and imaginary parts of the coef cient of the generalized aerodynamic force corresponding to the rst mode pressure acting through the rst mode shape as a function of reduced frequency at a Mach number of 0.960. The coef cient of the generalized aerodynamic force is given by
where the integral is evaluated over the surface of the wing and n z is z component of the wing surface normal vector, that is,n D n xî C n yĵ C n zk andn is oriented such that it points away from the wing surface. In this de nition, p j . N !/ represents the frequencydependent unsteady pressure resulting from a wing deformation motion of
where Ã i is the i th structural mode shape. The results for E 1;1 presented in Fig. 6a are based on the actual solution snapshots and, thus, are what we desire the POD/ROM to be able to model. In Fig. 6b , the POD/ROM of E 1;1 based on solution snapshots for each of the ve structural mode shapes, but only at frequencies of N ! D 0:0 and 1:0 (for a total of 10 snapshots),is compared to E 1;1 obtained from the actual snapshots for all frequencies between N ! D 0:0 and 1:0. As can be seen, the POD/ROM matches at the endpoints of the frequency range as is expected; however this Next, in Fig. 6c , a new POD/ROM for E 1;1 is shown based on solution snapshots different from the actual mode shapes. These simple wing motion snapshots are for a full wing plunge motion (up/down), full wing pitch about the quarter chord, a rst bending type of motion (wing is xed at the root and the z coordinate component of de ection varies linearly with span), and a rst twist type of motion (wing is xed at the root and the pitch varies linearly with span) for frequencies from N ! D 0:0 to 1:0 at 1 N ! D 0:1 increments for a total of 44 solution snapshots. As can be seen, the POD/ROM in this case also performs very poorly. However, these solutions are in fact helping to reveal the dynamics of the system. In fact, when one uses these snapshots in combination with the actual structural mode snapshots solely at the endpoints of the frequency range of interest, one gets a POD/ROM that produces very accurate results for E 1;1 as is evident from Fig. 6d . Figure 7 shows a comparison of the POD/ROM Mach number utter trend for two cases, 1) the POD/ROM based on solution snapshots correspondingto the actual modal shapes of the wing and 2) based on snapshots using the simple wing motion mode shapes as discussed in the preceding paragraph. As for the earlier Mach number utter results (Figs. 4 and 5 As can be seen in Fig. 7 , one can obtain accurate POD/ROM utter results using solution snapshotsdifferentfrom the actual wing motions (except at the endpoints of the frequency range of interest) that compare very well to the utter results based on a POD/ROM model using snapshots correspondingto the actual motions. This is especiallytrue at the lower Mach numbers. There is some difference at the highest Mach number, again suggesting the supersonic case is more sensitive for this wing. The reason the use of alternate modal excitations works is that similar, but not identical, structural modes effectively excite the same most signi cant uid dynamic modes.
Finally, we present similar results for a simple two-dimensional con guration. Consider an unsteady NACA 64A010A airfoil conguration that not only undergoes typical plunge and pitch motions (Figs. 8a and 8b) , but also has motions where the airfoil mean camber line distorts based on simple trigonometric functions, that is, z c .x/ D N ¾ 1 cos.2¼ x=c/ (Fig. 8c) , z c .x/ D N ¾ 2 sin.2¼ x=c/ (Fig. 8d) , z c .x/ D N ¾ 3 cos.4¼ x=c/ (Fig. 8e) , etc. The initial question was, as one considers each subsequent motion, does one have to include a number of snapshots based on the new motion that is equal to the number of snapshots for each of the previous motions to produce an accurate POD/ROM. Figure 9 illustrates how, after a suf cient number of snapshots have been included in the snapshot ensemble, only the endpoint frequencies are required for each additional motion. In this instance, the NACA 64A010A airfoil is modeled in a M 1 D 0:5 and ® 0 D 0:0 (deg) background ow, and shown on the abscissa are increments in the number of overall motions considered. Shown on the ordinate is the order in which the snapshots for each particular motion are added to the overall ensemble. The reduced frequency range of interest is 0:0 · N ! · 1:0, and thus the rst two snapshots considered for each motion correspond to the endpoints of this frequency range. Further snapshots are added to the ensemble for a given motion to best model the intermediate frequencies.
Shown in Fig. 9 is the accuracy achieved in modeling the airfoil unsteady lift and moment along the paths N s D re j µ (where µ D 90; 60, and 120 deg and 0 · r · 1) in the complex reduced frequency N s plane.The curvesillustratethe number of snapshotsnecessaryto achievea given level of accuracyfor the nth and all previous motions. The accuracy is based on a comparison to a POD/ROM that is derived from a snapshot ensemble comprising all of the possible motions at all of the possible frequencies. Thus, for example, to achieve a 10 ¡3 L 2 norm accuracy when just considering plunge motion, one needs a total of 10 plunge snapshots for the frequency values indicated on the ordinate of the plot.
Next, considering pitch motion, one would then need to add only three pitch motion snapshots corresponding to the frequencies N ! D 0:0, N ! D 1:0, and N ! D 0:5 to the overall ensemble to get 10 ¡3 L 2 norm accuracy for now both the pitch and plunge motions. Considering next the rst airfoil bending motion N ¾ 1 , one would then need to add a total of six N ¾ 1 snapshots to achieve 10 ¡3 L 2 norm accuracy for now plunge, pitch, and N ¾ 1 motion. Three N ¾ 2 snapshots would then be needed when also taking in account N ¾ 2 motions, two N ¾ 3 snapshots when considering N ¾ 3 motions, and so on. As can be seen, Fig. 9 illustrates the interesting result that after a suf cient number of snapshots have been included in the overall ensemble, only the two endpoint frequency snapshots for each subsequentpossible motion need be added to the ensemble to maintain a given level of accuracy. Interestingly enough, this appears to be an asymptotic limit. That is, the two endpoint frequency range snapshots always appear to be necessary when considering a large number of motions.
Conclusions
The POD/ROM method has been demonstrated for the utter analysis of a three-dimensional ow transonic wing con guration. We have shown that the number of ROM DOF necessary to create accurate models is on the order of a few dozen, as is the case in twodimensions. We have also shown that it is unnecessaryto compute a completely new ensemble of solution snapshots based on the vibratory mode shapes for each new structural con guration that might be under consideration.One can simply compute a set of snapshots based on some basic wing motions at a number of frequencies.Then snapshots only at the endpoints of the frequency range of interest need to be computed for the speci c mode shapes of the con guration of interest. These endpoint snapshots lock in the unsteady uid dynamic characteristics for the particular mode shapes, and the simple motion snapshots then act to resolve the dominant dynamics of the ow throughout the full frequency range of interest. Both of these observations suggest that the POD/ROM methodology will be very useful for design studies of transonic aeroelastic con gurations when several structural con gurations may be under consideration and where a range of structural and ow parameters must be examined.
